The generation of broadband noise in turbomachinery is influenced by the effects of unsteady loading. This paper aims at predicting that noise by numerically simulating the classical case of an airfoil embedded in the wake of a circular cylinder using the Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) suite of the SU2 solver coupled with the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings (FW-H) technique. The rod-airfoil configuration is numerically simulated to study the noise generation dependency on cylinder size (diameter) and the gap between the cylinder and the leading edge of the airfoil. A detailed experimental study and numerical simulations available enable the validation of the approach. The main aim of the study is to investigate (i) the impact of geometric effects (cylinder diameter and the gap between the cylinder and airfoil) on the noise generation, and (ii) the applicability of the SU2 solver in aeroacoustics. Even for 2D simulations, it was found that the parameters of the turbulent wake of the cylinder were reproduced sufficiently well. Regarding the generated noise, however, the current study shows that a 2D simulation only enables the prediction of very basic trends. A better prediction of the impact of the geometric effects on the noise generation, as observed in accompanying wind tunnel experiments, possibly require a 3D simulation and hence a notably increased computational effort. 
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I. Introduction
A radiation from an airfoil subjected to a real flow is comprised of two parts: The first is trailing edge noise due to the interaction of the airfoil boundary layer with the trailing edge, and the second is leading edge noise which is due to the interaction of the leading edge with oncoming flow disturbances. At reasonable angles of attack and highly perturbed flow, the latter one becomes dominant in terms of unsteady loading and the resulting acoustic radiation [1] . This is an important broadband noise generating mechanism and can be observed in many practical assemblies, e.g. fans and compressors in aircraft engines, rotor-stator-configurations in air-conditioning units and fans placed behind a heat exchanger.
In order to predict the sound radiation from the airfoil, apart from wind tunnel experiments, Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA) provides a highly capable path to better understand the flow physics and to speed up the design process. CAA has attracted much attention in recent times because of its obvious requirement in practical applications. Many researchers [2, 3] used a cylinder placed upstream to create a turbulent wake (a von Kármán street of counter-rotating vortices at a nearly constant Strouhal number Sr = f · d/U ∞ ≈ 0.2, where f is the shedding frequency, d the cylinder diameter and U ∞ the flow velocity). This wake then interacted with another cylinder or airfoil downstream. The studies were mainly focused on the flow features in the interaction region such as the vortex shedding and flow patterns.
This so-called rod-airfoil configuration has been extensively studied numerically under various approaches, for example Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) [3, 4] and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) [5] [6] [7] [8] . In these papers, reliable results are not obtained using URANS. Jiang et al. [9] observed substantial differences between the numerical noise spectra and the experimental one. This behaviour may be attributed to the fact that it is difficult for RANS to resolve the strong unsteady phenomena consequential from the impingement of the turbulent wake on the airfoil, which is mainly responsible for the noise radiation. Indeed only Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) would be able to simulate the flow around the cylinder, in the gap, and along the airfoil without the need of any turbulence model. Since the computational effort of DNS scales in three dimensions with Re 4 , where Re is the Reynolds number, the ansatz will not be applicable for realistic airfoil simulations in the foreseeable future. LES lies in between RANS and DNS, although for high Re number flows realistically it is closer to RANS since only the very large scales can be simulated, while all the rest is still modeled. The LES method requires more grid resolution and corresponding small time steps to resolve the small turbulent scales than RANS, thus requiring a higher computational cost. Additionally, LES does not perform well at rigid boundaries. Another class of numerical techniques is called Detached Eddy Simulation (DES), a hybrid model that functions like RANS in the near-wall regions and like LES in detached flow zones, and hence combines advantages of both methods while being less demanding than pure LES [10] . DES solutions are expected to approach the quality of an LES prediction with optimised computational cost and are hence an excellent option for simulating the rod-cylinder case. Greschner et al. [11] used the DES approach to simulate the rod-airfoil configuration and indicated the effectiveness of the method in terms of computational cost and accuracy in the prediction of flow over blunt bodies. Zhou et al. [12] used a rod-airfoil configuration in a Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) with the aim to optimize the shape of a NACA 0012 airfoil regarding a minimum turbulence interaction noise. Table 1 summarizes the recent numerical work on rod-airfoil configurations using DES, DDES and LES.
The above discussion shows that the studies in the past have mainly been focusing on the flow physics of the interaction of the turbulent wake, generated by the rod, with the airfoil. The main aim of the present study is to investigate (i) the impact of geometric effects (cylinder diameter and the gap between the cylinder and airfoil) on the noise generation due to the unsteady loading on an airfoil placed downstream of a circular cylinder, and (ii) the applicability of the open source solver Stanford University Unstructured (SU2) for aeroacoustic problems. Thereby, SU2 is used to obtain the unsteady aerodynamic solution for the case, which is then used as the input for the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FWH) equation [13] to obtain the aeroacoustic results. The so numerically obtained sound pressure level spectra are validated against available experimental spectra [14, 15] .
Table 1 Numerical studies
Name
Year Method Mesh Zhou et al. [12] 2017 DDES 3D Unstructured Jiang et al. [8] 2015 LES 3D Structured Agrawal and Sharma [7] 2014 LES 3D Unstructured Giret et al. [6] 2012 LES 3D Unstructured Galdeano et al. [16] 2010 DES 3D Unstructured Berland et al. [5] 2010 LES 3D Structured Greschner et al. [17] 2008 DES 3D Structured Caraeni et al. [18] 2007 DES 3D Unstructured Gerolymos and Vallet [19] 2007 DES 3D Structured Greschner et al. [11] 2004 DES 3D Unstructured
II. Numerical Setup
A. Method
The rod-airfoil configuration is investigated numerically using SU2 [20] , an open source suite written in C++ and Python to numerically solve partial differential equations (PDE). Using this solver, Molina et al. [21, 22] have successfully demonstrated the capabilities of DES in aeroacoustic applications. The numerical results were obtained for a tandem cylinder case using the Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation. Zhou et al. [12] used the same approach for the rod-airfoil configuration.
Molina et al. [22] briefly reviewed the hybrid RANS/LES methods and divided them into two broad categories: Non-zonal * and zonal † hybrid approaches. For the present work, a non-zonal hybrid approach, DDES which uses shearlayer adaptive subgrid scale (SGS), is used to investigate the feasibility of hybrid models based on a two-dimensional setup. In the DDES method, a function is introduced that detects boundary layers and extends the full RANS mode, postponing the switch into the LES mode based on the local flow solution. In total, eight different cases (explained in the next section) of the rod-airfoil configuration were simulated using the DDES approach to obtain the unsteady aerodynamic solution.
In the present study, numerical results obtained only for a two-dimensional mesh will be shown. Naturally, this is a simplification, since turbulence generated by a real cylinder in a flow is, of course, a three-dimensional phenomenon. For one, in a 2D simulation, the flow does not have a third dimension to go to, so the levels of fluctuation tend to be stronger compared to a 3D simulation and measurements. Hence, the present analysis rather focuses on the question of whether trends regarding variations of the parameters of the configuration, as observed in the experiments, can be reproduced by the simulations at least to some extent.
B. Configuration Description
The schematic diagram of the configuration to be investigated is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of an airfoil embedded in the wake of a circular rod. The wake is characterized as the classical von Kármán vortex shedding from the cylinder and can be regarded as an oncoming disturbance onto the airfoil. The importance of studying the rod-airfoil configuration is well documented in an extensive review published by Zdravkovich [2] . This problem was first investigated experimentally by Jacob et al. [4] with a prime motive to build an experimental database against which state-of-the-art CAA/CFD techniques could be tested. Vortices shed from the rod convect downstream and impinge on the airfoil. This interaction yields unsteady lift on the airfoil, which is radiated as noise. Tones with broadened peaks above the broadband noise background are observed at the shedding frequency [4] .
Fig. 1 Schematic of the rod-airfoil configuration (side view, the dashed lines denote locations at which velocity profiles were extracted; not to scale)
In corresponding experiments by Giesler [14, 15] , the flow speed was adjusted between 26 m/s and 72 m/s in 27 steps, and two airfoils of NACA 0012 shape and one of NACA 0018 shape with a chord length s of 100 mm and a span width b of 120 mm were used. The turbulence was generated by rods with 5 mm, 7 mm, 10 mm, 13 mm and 16 mm diameter and a length of 120 mm. The gap was adjusted to 86 mm, 96 mm, 106 mm, 113 mm and 124 mm. A total of 75 configurations have been tested. In the present paper, the rod diameter, d, and the gap between the rod and the airfoil, g, is varied. Fig. 2(a) shows the two-dimensional computational domain for the configuration, which extends 20 chord lengths s upstream of the cylinder, 20 s downstream of the airfoil, and 10 s to each side of the cylinder. The boundary at the left side was set as velocity inlet and on the right side as pressure outlet, the remaining upper and lower boundaries were set as ambient walls. The mesh was refined near the cylinder and airfoil wall, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The airfoil is set at angle of attack of zero degrees in the simulations as was done in the experiments. A fully unstructured grid was generated using the Pointwise mesh generation software. A C-type grid was used around the airfoil and an O-type grid around the cylinder to resolve the boundary layers on the bodies. The aspect ratio of the mesh elements between the rod and airfoil is approximately unity with a nearly constant grid spacing. The grid is coarsened in the outer block to reduce the computational cost. It is composed of about 4 million cells with 300 points around the rod and 400 points around the NACA 0012 in the circumferential direction. The normalized first cell spacing normal to the wall is y+ < 1.0.
The two-dimensional configuration was simulated for two velocities corresponding to the minimum, 26 m/s, and the maximum, 72 m/s, of the experimental setup used by Giesler [14, 15] . Only the NACA 0012 airfoil with a chord length s of 100 mm was used. To achieve the variation in the incoming disturbance, the diameter of the cylinder and the gap between the center of the cylinder and the airfoil leading edge (LE) were varied. Cylinders were sized as d = 5 mm and 16 mm and the gap was adjusted as g = 86 mm and 124 mm. All the cases are listed in Table 2 . The time step in the simulations was set to be ∆t = 1 × 10 −5 s, with a total simulation time of 0.1 s (corresponding to 10,000 iterations). All simulations were conducted on a 16 core Intel i7-8700K workstation.
III. Experimental Setup
Corresponding measurements were conducted in the small aeroacoustic open jet wind tunnel at the Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus -Senftenberg [23] , using cylinders of identical diameters and a NACA 0012 airfoil of the same chord length. The nozzle used in the experiments has a rectangular exit area with dimensions of 120 mm × 147 mm. Both the cylinder and the airfoil model were mounted between side walls, which were covered with an absorbing foam with a thickness of 50 mm in order to reduce noise from the wall junction. A detailed description of the setup is given in [14, 15] . The acoustic measurements were performed with a planar microphone array, consisting of 38 1/4th inch electret microphone capsules flush-mounted into an aluminium plate with dimensions of 1.5 m × 1.5 m. It was positioned out of the flow, approximately 0.72 m above the airfoil. The data were recorded with a sampling frequency of 51.2 kHz and a duration of 40 s using a 24 Bit National Instruments multichannel frontend. In post-processing, which was done using the open source software package Acoular [24] , the data was transferred to the frequency domain by a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) on blocks of 4,096 samples, using a Hanning window and an overlap of 50 %. The resulting spectra were then averaged to yield the cross-spectral matrix and further processed using the DAMAS beamforming algorithm [25] . This algorithm, although computationally expensive, is known for its good performance especially at low frequencies [26] and is often used in aeroacoustic studies [27] . In the present case, DAMAS was applied to a two-dimensional focus plane parallel to the array. The plane has an extent of 0.65 m in the streamwise direction and 0.4 m in the spanwise direction. With a high resolution of 0.005 m, this leads to a total of 10,611 grid points. In order to obtain quantitative spectra of the noise generated by the airfoil interacting with the inflow turbulence, an integration sector was defined that contains only the noise contributions due to the interaction of the cylinder-generated turbulence with the airfoil. Background noise sources, such as the cylinder itself, but also the interaction of the boundary layer along the side walls with the airfoil, were excluded from the integration. Sources due to the interaction of the turbulent boundary layer with the airfoil trailing edge, however, were included. Finally, the results were converted to sound pressure level spectra re 20 µPa. Table 2 . The integration sectors are (1) the chosen one that contains only the center part of the airfoil, (2) a sector that contains the center parts of both the cylinder and the airfoil, (3) a sector that contains only the center part of the cylinder and (4) a sector that covers the complete beamforming map. Thus, the last sector contains all physical noise sources, including the wind tunnel nozzle as well as the interaction of the wall boundary layer flow with the cylinder and the airfoil. It is visible that the noise generated by the airfoil dominates the total noise at low and medium frequencies. The noise generated by the cylinder, which shows a broad maximum at third-octave band center frequencies of 2.5 kHz and 3.15 kHz, is well below the noise generated by the airfoil. However, it is also visible that the noise generated by the airfoil contains a notable tonal component, which can be assumed to be due to the von Kármán vortices hitting the leading edge.
IV. Numerical Aerodynamic Results
A. Flow Features
In the first step, the fully developed two-dimensional flow is analyzed qualitatively. Fig. 4 shows the resulting vortex shedding as periodic oscillations in the wake of the rods. Thus, a regular Kármán vortex street can be observed in all the cases, since there is no spanwise effect which may prevent the formation of a regular pattern [2] . The non-dimensional shedding frequency for the DDES model corresponds to a value of Sr=0.23±0.2), which is slightly larger than the value of 0.21 reported in the literature for this Reynolds number range [28] . A possible explanation for this mismatch was given by Greschner et al. [11] , who state that the position of the separation point is not accurately predicted. This leads to an overpredicted shedding frequency. Fig. 5 shows corresponding frequency spectra of the fluctuating lift coefficient c l of the cylinder at four different Reynolds numbers Re d (based on cylinder diameter). Fig. 6 shows the developing flow around case 2 at different instants in the simulation. The vortex shedding plot shows the vortices shed from the rod, which are convected downstream as incoming turbulence to the airfoil. The turbulent wake leads to a wide range of turbulent structures. The larger turbulent structures break down while impinging on the leading edge, whereas the smaller eddies go along the airfoil sides and undergo a distortion.
B. Velocity Profile Comparisons
In order to enable comparisons of the mean and r.m.s. velocity profiles with results reported in [7] , simulations were performed on an additional case (d = 10 mm, g = 100 mm, s = 100 mm, M = 0.2, NACA 0012) and the data was sampled for 4 periods of wake shedding for the numerical simulation. To this end, the profiles were extracted at five The mean velocity at M3 (upstream of the airfoil) is slightly overpredicted, whereas the rms-values of the fluctuating velocity at this location are in good agreement with the experimental data. Basically, this shows that the DDES results agree well with the experimental data except in the near-wall region, as stated earlier by Greschner et al. [11] . The rod wake turbulence due to its high intensity and length scale determines the velocity profiles on the airfoil rather than the boundary layer development.
V. Aeroacoustics Results
This section assesses the data obtained from the CFD solver and the post-processed results from the FW-H solver. The acoustic results are compared with the experimental ones.
A. Radiated acoustic field
The sound pressure was calculated for different observer positions at a distance of 0.72 m from the airfoil using the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (FW-H) integration method [13] to the rigid wall surfaces as the integration surfaces. This was done for the complete simulation time of 0.1 s. The FW-H surface integrals were computed with both the circular rod and the airfoil as the sound sources. In agreement with the analysis of the experimental results, however, only the sources attributed to the airfoil are considered here. Thereby, in agreement with [14, 15] the focus of the analysis is on the high-frequency part of the spectrum with frequencies greater than the vortex shedding frequency.
As a first overview of the computational results, Fig. 9 shows narrowband spectra of the sound pressure levels for all eight cases from Table 2 . At the lower flow speed (Fig. 9(a) ), it is visible that the peak of the sound pressure level for the cases with the 5 mm cylinder is around 500 Hz (for the case with the smaller gap of 86 mm, several local peaks are also visible at multiples of this frequency). The case with the cylinder with a diameter of 16 mm shows a maximum at a lower frequency around 360 Hz for the small gap of 86 mm and a maximum around 500 Hz for the large gap of 124 mm. Regarding the overall level, the highest amplitudes at low and medium frequencies were calculated for the case with the thin cylinder and the small gap (case 1), while the lowest noise generation can be observed for the case with the thin cylinder and the large gap (case 3). At the higher flow speed of U ∞ = 72 m/s (Fig. 9(b) ), an interesting effect can be seen, as each of the configurations leads to a strong maximum at a different frequency. The lowest peak frequency of about 1.1 kHz is seen for case 6 (d = 16 mm, g = 86 mm), with additional maxima at multiples of this frequency. Considering the respective peak frequency of that configuration at the lower flow speed (360 Hz at 26 m/s) and the ratio of the two flow speeds, this is a somewhat expected result. The peak frequency of the configuration with the thick cylinder and the large gap (case 8) appears around a frequency of 1.7 kHz with additional harmonics, which is larger than the value that would be expected based on the result at the lower flow speed. . 1 ) from the simulations with experimental data from [7] spectral maximum can be seen at approximately 2.7 kHz, which also seems unrelated to the result obtained at the lower flow speed. In addition, at frequencies below that strong peak, a broad hump can be seen, whose maximum appears around 1.2 kHz. However, this hump does also seem unrelated to the tonal peak found at the spectra obtained for the lower flow speed. Finally, the sound pressure level spectrum calculated for case 4 (d = 5 mm, g = 124 mm) shows a tone at a frequency of 6.5 kHz, which again seems unrelated to the result obtained at U ∞ = 26 m/s. Regarding the amplitude, this case again is the one for which the lowest overall levels were calculated, while the highest amplitudes overall were obtained for the case with the thick cylinder and the small gap (case 6). However, the strong sound pressure level fluctuations of the narrowband spectra as presented in Fig. 9 , especially at medium and high frequencies, makes it hard to derive any clear trends. Thus, in a second step, all experimental results will be compared with the numerical ones in order to evaluate if the simulations can be used to obtain correct trends regarding the influence of the different parameters (cylinder diameter, length of the gap and flow speed) on the noise generation. This will be done for third-octave band spectra of the sound pressure level L p . . 1 ) from the simulations with experimental data from [7] differences ( Fig. 10(a) ). The cases with the 5 mm diameter cylinder show small peaks at a third-octave band center frequency of 1 kHz, which corresponds to the vortex shedding frequency of the cylinder and is assumed to be caused by the interaction of the vortex street with the airfoil leading edge. The cases with the thicker cylinder only show a maximum at a lower frequency band around 630 Hz, which is not due to the cylinder vortex shedding. The maximum caused by the cylinder vortex shedding would be expected around 340 Hz and hence below the lower frequency limit of the experimental setup. At frequencies roughly between 1 kHz and 4 kHz, the highest sound pressure levels are generated by the case with the 16 mm cylinder and the 124 mm gap, while at higher frequencies the noise generation for the case with the 16 mm cylinder and the 86 mm gap exceeds the noise from the other cases. The lowest levels are generated by the case with the 5 mm cylinder and the 124 mm gap. In general, the results from the calculations, shown in Fig. 10(b) , do not agree well with the experimental results. Although the overall slope of the spectra is similar to the experimental results, the differences between the single cases are not reproduced, with the exception of the observation that the case with the 5 mm cylinder and the 124 mm gap generates the lowest sound pressure levels. The maxima due to the impingement of the von Kármán vortices are either not clearly distinguishable or are much higher than in the The comparison between experimental results and numerical results for the higher flow speed of 72 m/s is then shown in Fig. 11 . The experimental results (Fig. 11(a) ) show a notable overall increase of the magnitude, which is due to the increase of the flow speed (airfoil leading edge noise can be assumed to be proportional to U 5 or U 6 , depending on the acoustic wavelength relative to the airfoil chord length [1] ). The spectral maximum for the thicker cylinders remains at a frequency around 630 Hz, which is again not related to the cylinder vortex shedding. No distinct peak due to the interaction of the Kármán vortex street with the airfoil leading edge, which would be expected to appear around a frequency of 1 kHz, is visible in the spectra for the cases with the thick cylinders. At frequencies roughly between 800 Hz and 6.3 kHz, the noise from the case with the larger gap of 124 mm exceeds that from the case with the smaller gap, while at higher frequencies the opposite is true. For the thin cylinders, a maximum due to the interaction of the cylinder vortex street with the airfoil leading edge is visible in the 2.5 kHz third-octave band. For frequencies above this peak frequency, the sound pressure level is slightly higher for the case with the smaller gap, while at frequencies below the levels are practically the same. The results from the numerical simulations, shown in Fig. 11 [28] , although the experimental results did not contain corresponding peaks. For the cylinder with 5 mm diameter and a 86 mm gap, the predicted maximum can be seen at 2.5 kHz, which agrees with the experimental result for this case. It is difficult to observe a clear maximum for the thin cylinder and the larger gap of 124 mm due to the presence of several local maxima, but when taking the overall spectral shape into account, the maximum would be located roughly between 1.6 kHz and 2.5 kHz. Again, this agrees sufficiently with the experimental results. In agreement with the experiments, the simulations also reveal the trend that the noise generated by the case with the thin cylinder and the smaller gap exceeds that from the case with the thin cylinder and the larger gap at medium and high frequencies.
Overall, it seems that the 2D simulations are not capable to fully reproduce the correct trends observed in the experiments, but the agreement is generally better for the cases at higher flow speeds. In what follows, the results from the simulations will be compared to the experimental ones for every single case. Fig. 12 shows the spectral analysis of the sound pressure level L p for all cases that contain the thin cylinder with a diameter d of 5 mm. It can be observed that there is good agreement between simulation and measurement for the cases with the small gap of 86 mm (case 1, Fig. 12(a) , and case 2, Fig. 12(b) ), especially at frequencies above 4 kHz. For these cases, it seems that the simulation results match the experimental results even better at the lower flow speed of 26 m/s. Basically, the agreement is less good for the cases with the long gap of 124 mm (case 3, Fig. 12(c) , and case 4, Fig. 12(d) ), where the simulations notably underpredict the radiated sound pressure level (apart from a range of high frequencies above 10 kHz for case 3). This is especially true for the lower flow speed of 26 m/s (Fig. 12(c) ), with differences between numerical and experimental results of more than 20 dB at low frequencies. A possible explanation for this trend is that the turbulence decays much faster in the simulations than in the experiments. Another possible reason is the relatively short simulation time of only 0.1 s: When observing the vorticity plots shown in Fig. 6 for a case with a smaller gap, it can be concluded that it takes already about 4500 iterations until the first eddies "hit" the airfoil leading edge at the lower flow speed of 26 m/s. Thus, if the gap width is increased to 124 mm, it can be assumed that it takes nearly half the simulation time until the eddies hit the leading edge.
The sound pressure level spectra for the cases with the thicker cylinder of 16 mm diameter are then shown in Fig. 13 . In general, the agreement between simulation and experiment for most cases is comparable to that of the configurations with the small cylinder and the large gap, with differences of more than 10 dB. Again, a trend can be seen that the numerical results are lower than the experimental ones, except for a range of high frequencies in the cases with the lower flow speed (case 5 and case 7). This supports the thesis that, in general, the turbulence in the simulations decays faster than in the experiments. 
VI. Conclusion and Outlook
A numerical study on the noise generated by a rod-airfoil configuration was performed using the Detached-Eddy Simulation suite of the SU2 solver coupled with the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings technique. The results were compared to experimental results from a detailed wind tunnel study. The aim was to study the effect of variations of the configuration parameters (mainly the diameter of the cylinder, the distance between the rod and the leading edge of the airfoil and the flow speed) on the noise generation. Since the simulations were only two-dimensional, which is known to be problematic especially regarding the reproduction of the cylinder-generated turbulence, the main focus was to study whether the same trends could be observed in the simulations as were obtained from the experiments.
Basically, it was found that the simulated velocity profiles at different streamwise stations agreed sufficiently well with experimental data from Agrawal and Sharma [7] . However, regarding the noise generation, the study also showed that 2D simulations only enable a very basic prediction of the spectral shape and the trends observed in the experiments. In most cases, the simulated sound pressure levels are below the measured ones. Possible reasons for the deviations between the predicted acoustic results and the experimental ones is the relatively short simulation time as well as the constraint of a two-dimensional analysis.
In a future numerical study, 3D simulations will be performed for all tested configurations. Thus, it can be expected that the three-dimensional nature of the cylinder vortices will be better captured. As an example, Fig. 14 
